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A gorgeously revised edition of the fashion favorite book, which combines Cassini’s recollections
are far-ranging and informative. Jacqueline Kennedy’s collection of Oleg Cassini to design her
personal wardrobe while First Lady had not been only fashion history, but political history aswell.
Public moments as well as private ones capture the great elegance and appeal of one of the very
most admired and emulated women in the world. In this reserve, Cassini offers a fascinating and
comprehensive look at of his function as Jackie’coats, dresses, evening gowns, suits, and day
use—and coordinated every aspect of her wardrobe, from shoes and hats to gloves and bags.
During the 1000 days of the Kennedy administration, Cassini designed over 300 outfits for Jackie
Kennedy—s personal couturier, a posture that allowed him unprecedented usage of both Jackie
and John Kennedy while a designer and a reliable friend. Also included are Cassini's original
sketches accompanied by 200 color and black-and-white photos of the First Woman as she tours
India, France, England, and Italy, shows off the White Home, and hosts state dinners and family
members gatherings.s clothes and their legacy, Cassini’s memoirs of working closely with
Jacqueline Kennedy during her short White Home years, his style philosophies and ideas, and the
iconography of the first 1960s design and energy of the Kennedy years. From the details of his
initial meetings with the First Lady to his applying for grants Jackie’ As the creator of the "Jackie
appearance," Cassini produced the First Lady one of the best-dressed women in the globe and a
glamorous icon of the Kennedy period.
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2015 Edition Review I already owned the 1995 version of the book, just what exactly may be the
difference between that and the 2015 version? You will find loads of new photos put into the
book. I've many books documenting the Kennedy Light House &... Nevertheless the book is not
without some significant faults.. Some of the new text message is certainly of a darker color
then the original text, actually within the same paragraph... Even with these faults, I still believe
that the brand new version is an improved book to possess. I contacted seller but have not really
heard anything. The reserve lacks quality control, which I found to be disappointing for a Rizzoli
publication.. This book is a delight. Offers a good insight into the mind of the First Woman and
her focus on fine detail and also her graciousness in acknowledging the work done for her and
the knowledge involved in providing her with clothes which stunned the globe and helped the
fasihon sector in America. . The only reason I gave 1 star is that I .. Many of the photos are
pixilated and out of focus. The only reason I gave 1 star is that I received tje book and the cover
is torn in 2 places making it not appealing to use as a coffee table book. Offers a good insight
into the brain of the First Woman and . I will be returning the book since cover is torn and cannot
consider cover off since the book under the cover is merely black. I loved all the photos of the
beautiful clothing in .altogether it is a much better version, one which I highly recommend.. I
loved all of the photos of the beautiful clothes in Jackie Kennedy's closet. Everlasting Magic This
may be my all-time favorite documentary book. Pleasurable read at a great price. Extra sketches,
photos of fabric swatches, and several, a lot more photos of Jackie wearing the clothes, along
with clippings, information releases. legacy, and this is by-far the best. If you’re thinking about
the subject matter matter, I think this is the best book out there Five Stars Just what I expected
Five Stars Beautiful memories! Magical Magical! It really is intersting to find Mr. Beautiful Book
About a Beautiful Lady and Her Clothes If you enjoy style and Jacqueline Kennedy, then you will
most likely enjoy this book. I have learned the importance of staying accurate to yourself in your
personal styling. This is a lovely book This is a beautiful book, well crafted and the presentation
is great. It really is a coffee table type book that you might appreciate flipping through causally
and not one that I'd say you might want to examine word for word like a novel. A Brilliant Appear
Inside Her Closet..and Mr. Like becoming inside her wardrobe process. It's as if there is no
proofing ahead of sending the book to the publisher.. Glorious. Cassini's tales are marvelous.
Really enjoyable book. Cassini's sketches next to the real images of the garments. I'm so happy I
committed to this book! A treasure. A Treasure to be treasured!
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